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Abstract
Neural network models have achieved good001
performance on morphological inflection tasks,002
including English past tense inflection. How-003
ever whether they can represent human cogni-004
tive mechanisms is still under debate. In this005
work, we examined transformer models with006
different training size to show that: 1) neural007
models correlate with both human behaviors008
and cognitive theories’ predictions on nonce009
verbs; and the model with small-size training010
data that matches parents’ input distribution has011
the highest correlation; 2) neural models make012
different types of errors on regular and irregu-013
lar verbs, exhibiting a clear distinction between014
regulars and irregulars. Therefore, we conclude015
that neural networks have the potential to be016
good cognitive models for English past tense.017

1 Introduction018

English past tense has been the subject of debate019

in human language processing for decades. The020

past tense has attracted so much attention because021

both adults and children exhibit a clear distinction022

between the regulars and irregulars. The regular023

form follows a formal rule: adding ‘-ed [/d/,/t/,/Id/ ]’024

to the verb stem as in ‘help/helped’. This regular025

rule has also known to be productive with novel026

words (e.g. ‘wug-wugged’ Berko (1958)). The027

irregulars are categorized by phonological anal-028

ogy, e.g. ‘sing/sang’, ‘sink/sank’, ‘drink/drank/,029

‘begin/began’ or learned by rote memory, e.g.030

‘go/went’, ‘do/did’. In human language processing,031

the debate of English past tense has been focused032

on the nature of the regular-irregular distinction,033

whether it is a discrete distinction that is governed034

by rules (e.g. Pinker and Prince, 1988), or a gra-035

dient distinction that is generated by phonological036

analogy (e.g. Bybee and Moder, 1983). The rule-037

based theory is also known as ‘dual-route’ theory,038

because it proposes human processes the regular039

items by applying the past tense rule, which in-040

volves procedural memory; and the irregular items041

are retrieved from memory involving declarative 042

memory. The analogy theory claims that a single 043

analogical process can handle both regulars and ir- 044

regulars, also known as ‘single-route’ theory. Both 045

theories have been supported by abundance studies 046

with behavior, modeling and neuro-imaging data 047

(e.g. Ullman et al., 1997; Tyler et al., 2005; Stock- 048

all and Marantz, 2006; Plunkett and Juola, 1999; 049

Albright and Hayes, 2003; Ambridge, 2010). The 050

debate is on-going and it’s still unclear which the- 051

ory better explains human past tense processing. 052

Rumelhart and McClelland (1986) (hence RM) 053

proposed that past tense inflection can be learned 054

by neural model. They constructed a connectionist 055

model that learns to associate phonological fea- 056

tures of the stem with phonological features of the 057

past-tense forms. Since the early fixed-size feed- 058

forward network can’t handle sequences with var- 059

ied lengths, they constructed wickelfeatures based 060

on wickephones (Wickelgren, 1969) as input. Each 061

wickelfeature is a phonological feature set of a tri- 062

gram in the root verb, e.g. /Elp/ is represented as 063

[<+vowel, +continuous, +unvoiced> + <+low, +liq- 064

uid, +stop>]. The model successfully learned the 065

regular and irregular forms. RM also claimed that 066

the model mimics children’s acquisition pattern 067

(later being harshly criticized in Pinker and Prince 068

(1988)). Modern neural networks with encoder- 069

decoder can handle sequence with different lengths 070

and achieved good performance in morphology in- 071

flection tasks across different languages (e.g. Cot- 072

terell et al., 2016). Despite neural model’s high 073

accuracy in past tense inflections, whether it can 074

serve as a cognitive model and represent human be- 075

haviors is still unclear (Kirov and Cotterell, 2018; 076

Corkery et al., 2019; Calderone et al., 2021). In 077

addition, many psychologists and linguists are dis- 078

missive of neural networks as a cognitive model, 079

because of the ‘black box’ nature of neural models. 080

The neural networks might learn the past tense with 081

a totally different mechanism, which is unrelated 082
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to human behaviors and the existing cognitive the-083

ories. If RM’s early connectionist model can be084

seen as an extension of the analogy theory (since085

it used phonological features as input), the modern086

networks that have raw phonemes as input do seem087

to be drifted away from major cognitive theories.088

It is hard to know what exactly neural networks are089

learning, rules or analogy, or something else.090

In order to evaluate if neural networks can be091

good candidates for cognitive models, we need to092

show that neural networks not only model human093

behavior, but also are connected to the existing cog-094

nitive theories. In particular, we ask the following095

questions: 1) Do the neural networks model human096

adults and/or children’s behavior? 2) Do the neural097

networks fit into the existing cognitive theories?098

If yes, rule-based theory or analogy theory? In099

this work, we begin by showing that transformer100

models with different training sizes all significantly101

correlate with human adult’s data, but only the102

small-size model correlates with children’s data.103

The models correlate more with the analogy the-104

ory on regular verb production; and the irregulars105

correlates more with rule-based theory. In addition,106

we also found that models make different types107

of errors for regulars and irregulars, showing that108

the transformer models also exhibit distinction be-109

tween regulars and irregulars. We conclude that the110

neural networks have the potential to be cognitive111

models.112

2 Background113

2.1 Nonce verb experiment114

With adult participants. One of the most repli-115

cated nonce verb experiments is Albright and116

Hayes (2003) (hence AH). They constructed an117

analogy model and a rule-based model which pre-118

dicts an acceptance score for regular form and119

irregular form of the verb. To test the model, they120

created a set of 58 unique nonce verbs that are simi-121

lar to the existing regular and irregular verbs in En-122

glish. Each nonce verb has two possible past tense123

forms, the regular one which adds ‘-ed’ [/d/, /t/, /I/],124

and the irregular one that involves vowel change or125

other transformations. The analogy model’s score126

is calculated based on the phonological similar-127

ity1 of each nonce verb to the existing verbs in the128

CELEX (Baayen et al., 1995) database of English129

verbs (4253 verbs, 218 of which are irregulars).130

1The phonological similarity is measured based on the
natural class theory by Broe (1993).

For example, for the nonce verb ‘fleep /flip/’, the 131

score for regular past tense form ‘fleeped /flipt/’ is 132

calculated based on phonologically similarities to 133

the regular verbs such as ‘bleep, peep’; the score 134

for irregular form ‘flept /flEpt/’ is calculated based 135

on the similarities to the irregular verbs such as 136

‘sleep’, ‘weep’. The rule-based model’s score is 137

calculated based on the proportion of existing verbs 138

that can be explained by certain linguistic rules. For 139

example, for the nonce verb ‘gleed /glid/’, the reg- 140

ular form ‘gleeded /glidId/’ is formed based on the 141

regular rule: ‘+ /Id/’ if verb matches [X /d/,/t/ ], 142

e.g. ‘want, need’. This rule could explain 87.2% 143

past tense forms of the verbs ending in /d/ or /t/; 144

thus the score for ‘/glidId/’ is 0.872. The irregular 145

form ‘gled /glEd/’ is generated based on an irreg- 146

ular rule: ‘/i/>/E/ if verb matches [X /r/,/l/ /d/], 147

e.g. ‘bleed’, ‘read’. The irregular rule explains 148

79.3% past tens forms of verbs that matches [X 149

/r/,/l/ /d/], thus the score for ‘/glEd/’ is 0.793. In 150

addition, 2 experiments with human adult partici- 151

pants on nonce verbs were conducted to evaluate 152

the rule-based model and the analogy model. In 153

Experiment 1, the participants produced the past 154

tense form of each nonce verbs. In Experiment 155

2, participants rated each past tense form as well 156

as produced them. In general, the human partici- 157

pants predominately produced the regular form for 158

most of the nonce verbs. AH compared the anal- 159

ogy model’s score and rule-based model’s score 160

with human participants’ production abilities and 161

rating on each nonce verb’s regular and irregular 162

past tense form. They concluded that the analogy 163

model is better than rule-based model in predicting 164

human nonce verb behavior. 165

With children participants. The nonce verb 166

experiment has also been replicated on children. 167

Ambridge (2010) selected 40 nonce verbs from AH 168

and used the same analogy model and rule-based 169

model to predict children’s rating. He recruited 170

children from 6-7 and 9-10 years old to rate the 171

regular and irregular past tense forms of each verb. 172

The analogy model’s score has better correlation 173

with children’s ratings than rule-based model’s 174

score. Older children also showed more acceptance 175

of irregular forms than younger children. Blything 176

et al. (2018) used the same 40 nonce verbs and 177

recruited children from 4 age groups (3-4 y/o, 5-6 178

y/o, 6-7 y/o and 9-10 y/o) for a production task. 179

The older children produced more regular forms 180

than the younger children. The analogy model also 181
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performs better than the rule-based model across182

age groups in predicting production probabilities.183

With neural models. Kirov and Cotterell184

(2018) (hence KC) revisited the past tense de-185

bate with modern sequence-to-sequence encoder-186

decoder model. They used a subset of verbs in the187

CELEX dataset, which contains 4039 verbs, 168188

of which are irregular. They trained a biLSTM189

encoder-decoder model with 100 epochs. Their190

model reached near-perfect accuracy in both regu-191

lars and irregulars in the training. For the test set,192

the model achieved an accuracy of 98.9 for regu-193

lars in test and 28.6 for the irregulars. They also194

showed that the encoder-decoder model effectively195

models human behavior in nonce verbs. The corre-196

lation of model’s nonce verb output is significantly197

correlated with human production probabilities198

(Spearman’s ρ = 0.48 for regulars and ρ = 0.45 for199

irregulars).200

Corkery et al. (2019) (hence CMS) also con-201

ducted the a similar nonce verb experiments on202

encoder-decoder models and did not find such203

strong correlations. They adopted the model ar-204

chitecture in KC and trained the model on all 4253205

verbs as in AH and 4039 verbs in KC. They used206

the beam probabilities of each regular and irregular207

form to calculate the correlation with human data.208

They showed that with different random initializa-209

tions, the model’s output correlates with human210

production probability differently, ranging from211

ρ = 0.1 - 0.6 for regulars and ρ = 0.2 - 0.4 for ir-212

regulars. They wondered if these models should213

be treated as individual participants instead of an214

averaged representation. Therefore, they further215

trained 50 individual models with same training216

data and hyperparameters and sampled 100 past217

tense forms from each model to have an aggregated218

model result. The aggregated model shows better219

correlations with human rating data, but still not220

as good as the analogy model. CMS also suspected221

that 100 training epochs might lead to model over-222

fitting, and training for less time might have better223

correlations with human data. Reducing training224

epochs to 10 achieved the best correlation with225

human data, but resulted in bad accuracy on real226

verbs.227

2.2 Acquisition pattern of past tense228

English speaking children’s past tense error has229

been one of the most widely studied phenomenon230

in linguistics and psychology. The past tense ac-231

quisition has been characterized by overregular- 232

ization error and U-shape learning curve. (e.g. 233

Plunkett and Marchman, 1991; Marcus et al., 1992; 234

Xu and Pinker, 1995; Maratsos, 2000; Maslen et al., 235

2004). Overregularization errors are the incorrect 236

past forms of irregular verbs when children add 237

‘-ed [/d/,/t/,/Id/]’ to the stem. The most common 238

type of overregularization errors is ‘Stem+ed’, e.g. 239

‘*drawed’, ‘*falled’, ‘*maked’. Children also at- 240

tach ‘-ed’ to the irregular form (‘Past+ed’), such as 241

‘*boughted’, ‘*felled’, ‘*tored’. In addition, pre- 242

vious studies also found other rare errors such as 243

incorrect vowel change, e.g. ‘bring-*brang’ on ir- 244

regulars. The accuracy of past tense verbs exhibits 245

a U-shape developmental pattern: when children 246

first produce past tense verbs, they produce the 247

correct regular and irregular verbs; then they start 248

to make overregularization errors, causing the ac- 249

curacy to drop; finally they go back to produce 250

the correct regular and irregular forms. Under the 251

macro U-shape pattern for all irregular verbs, there 252

are also micro U-shape pattern for individual irreg- 253

ulars where the irregulars oscillate between correct 254

and incorrect forms. 255

RM claimed that they successfully modeled the 256

macro U-shape learning curve: the irregulars were 257

initially produced correctly, followed by overregu- 258

larization errors and went back to the correct form. 259

However, Pinker and Prince (1988) pointed out that 260

they achieved this by manipulating the input dis- 261

tribution by training the first several epochs only 262

on irregular verbs. KC kept the input distribution 263

constant and did not captured the macro U-shape. 264

However, they modeled the oscillations for differ- 265

ent irregular verbs, e.g. stem: ‘mislead, epoch 8: 266

‘misleaded’, epoch 21: ‘misled’, epoch 24: ‘*mis- 267

leaded’, epcho 41: ‘misled’. In addition, the model 268

made ‘Stem+ed’ erros on irregulars, but not other 269

types of overregularization. The model also made 270

some errors on regulars, and most of them involve 271

vowel change, e.g. ‘try: /traId/-/traUd/’. 272

2.3 Evaluating model 273

Human Behaviors. In this work, we first corre- 274

late the model’s output on nonce verbs with both 275

production probability and rating data for adults 276

and children. We also test model’s output on real 277

English verbs. If the model mimics adult’s behav- 278

ior, we expect the model’s output on real verbs 279

to show some distinction between regular and ir- 280

regular verbs. If the model mimics the children’s 281
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behavior, we expect to the model to output overreg-282

ularization errors.283

Cognitive theories. We correlate the model’s284

output on nonce verbs with the acceptance score285

predicted by rule-based model and analogy model286

reported in AH. The summary of evaluating meth-287

ods is shown in Table 1.288

Verbs Nonce Real

Adults 1, 2
Distinction in
regulars vs irregulars

Children 1, 2 Overregularization
Rule-based 3
Analogy 3
1 = Production Probability, 2 = Rating
3 = Acceptance Score

Table 1: Evaluating methods for human behavior and
cognitive model prediction

3 Methods289

3.1 Architecture and hyperparameters290

We use transformer model for our training.291

The transformer model is a self-attention-based292

encoder-decoder model that is able to process se-293

quential data in a parallel manner, which is dif-294

ferent from the LSTM models. The transformer295

model has achieved great success in complex tasks296

like machine translation and language generation.297

Since the datasets for our character-level mor-298

phological inflection task are significantly smaller299

than traditional transformer tasks, we employed a300

smaller transformer with 2 layers in the encoder (1301

attention layer, 1 feed-forward layer) and 3 layers302

in the decoder (2 attention layers, 1 feed-forward303

layer). Layer normalization is applied to the output304

of encoder and decoder. Positional embedding lay-305

ers are used to capture the positional information.306

We use 6 self-attention heads, embedding size is307

256 and hidden size of feed-forward layer is 1024.308

The transformer model has ∼ 5.83M parameters.309

Training was done using Adadelta optimization310

(Zeiler, 2012) with batch size of 32. We train 100311

epochs for each model.312

3.2 Models and Data313

Modeling Adults. To counter the overfitting prob-314

lem mentioned in CMS, we decide to reduce the315

training data instead of reducing the number of316

epochs. We randomly sampled 500, 1500 and 3000317

verbs as training data from 4039 verbs used in KC.318

We believe these data should be sufficient to model 319

the verbs that adults have been exposed to. We 320

also adopt CMS’s idea that each model should be 321

treated as an individual participant. CMS changed 322

the initializations of each model to generate differ- 323

ent ‘participants’. We change the training data for 324

each model by randomly generating 30 samples 325

with 500 verbs, 1500 verbs and 3000 verbs to cre- 326

ated 30 ‘participants’ for each training size. We 327

aggregate 30 participant models’ output for each 328

training size to produce the models’ production 329

probability. In the training data, the average pro- 330

portion of irregular is 4% for models with 500, 331

1500 and 3000 verbs. 332

Modeling Children. Children are exposed to 333

less verbs than adults with higher proportion of 334

irregulars. To better model the verbs that chil- 335

dren are exposed to, we generate the training data 336

based on real-life parents’ input verbs. We selected 337

8 children’s corpora in the CHILDES database 338

(MacWhinney, 2000) that contain overregulariza- 339

tion errors. We included each child’s first recording 340

file to the first file where they made overregular- 341

ization errors, and aggregated the parents’ the past 342

tense verbs, which contains 246 unique past tense 343

verbs (65 irregular verbs) 2. The irregular propor- 344

tion is 26%, which is higher than other training 345

datasets. We randomly generated 30 samples with 346

246 verbs in CELEX dataset matching the numbers 347

of regular and irregular verbs in the parents’ input 348

as our training set and aggregate these models out- 349

put to produce production probability. The detailed 350

proportion of regular and irregular verbs in each 351

training set is shown in Table 2. 352

Data
size

Regular % Irregular
/-d/ /-t/ /-Id/ irr%

500 50 (2.2) 19 (2.2) 27 (0.7) 4 (0.7)
1500 51 (1.2) 18 (0.9) 27 (0.9) 4 (0.4)
3000 51 (0.5) 18 (0.4) 27 (0.4) 4 (0.2)
246 42 22 10 26

Table 2: The mean proportions of regulars and irregu-
lars (standard deviation in brackets) averaged over 30
samples of training data with different size

Test Data. We evaluate the models on the nonce 353

verbs and real English verbs. We use all 58 unique 354

nonce verbs for comparing adult’s behavior, match- 355

ing AH, and 40 nonce verbs matching Ambridge 356

2The detailed summary of parent’s data in shown in Ta-
ble11 in Appendix.
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(2010) and Blything et al. (2018) to compare chil-357

dren’s behavior. We also randomly selected 150358

regular verbs (50 for /d/, /t/ and /Id/ ) and 20 irreg-359

ular verbs from the CELEX dataset as the testing360

data for real English verbs.361

4 Experiments362

4.1 Experiment 1: Evaluating on nonce verbs363

Our first experiment aims to evaluate if the model’s364

production probability correlates with adult’s be-365

havior, children’s behavior and cognitive models’366

scores on the nonce verb set. First we report the367

train and validation accuracy as a sanity check in368

Table 3. The three large-size model achieved al-369

most perfect accuracy, showing that the model suc-370

cessfully learned the past tense forms. The small-371

size model has relatively low accuracy, but the372

model’s performance is still decent considering373

only 246 verbs were used in training. This result374

confirms that neural models have no difficulty learn-375

ing past tense forms even with small training data.376

Data size Train % Validation %
246 98.53 (0.08) 89.59 (1.39)
500 99.29 (0.05) 98.49 (0.72)
1500 99.52 (0.05) 98.67 (0.32)
3000 99.50 (0.05) 98.82 (0.31)

Table 3: Mean accuracy of training set and validation
set (standard deviations in brackets) averaged over 30
samples for each data size. Train-val split is 90-10.

4.1.1 Correlation with adults’ behavior377

KC only calculated the Spearman’s correlation (ρ)378

with the Experiment 1’s production probability379

(Exp 1. Prob.) in AH. CMS calculated the cor-380

relation with Exp 1. Prob. and ratings using both381

Spearman’s ρ and Pearson’s r. We use both Exp382

1 production probability and total production383

probability (Total Prob.), and rating to calculate384

the correlation with ρ and r. The results are listed385

in Table 4.386

Rating: Between Regular and Irregular: All387

the models are significantly correlated with the388

adult’s rating for both regulars and irregulars. The389

correlation with regulars are generally higher than390

the irregulars, but most of the differences are not391

significant. Only for model with 246 verbs and392

1500 verbs, the Spearman’s ρ is significantly higher393

for regulars than the irregulars. Among models:394

The model with 246 verbs has highest correlation395

with regulars and irregulars. Using the Fisher r-to-z 396

transformation, we found that the model with 246 397

verbs has significantly higher correlation in regu- 398

lar ratings than model with 1500 and 3000 verbs. 399

There is no significant differences detected in the 400

irregular correlations. Increasing the training size 401

of the model does not result in higher correlation. 402

Instead, small-size model seems to correlate with 403

adult ratings better. Our models correlate with the 404

rating better than CMS and KC. 405

Production probability: Between Regular and 406

Irregular: All models are significantly correlated 407

with total production probability for regulars. For 408

irregulars, only the model with 3000 verbs is not 409

significantly correlated with total production prob- 410

ability. In general, the correlation for regulars are 411

higher than irregulars, but there is no significant 412

differences. Among models: Similar to the rating, 413

the model with 246 verbs has higher correlation 414

with total production probability. There is no sig- 415

nificant differences among correlations detected. 416

Only the model with 246 verbs correlates with Exp 417

1. production probability better than CMS and KC. 418

Summary: In general, our models show sig- 419

nificant correlations with production probability 420

and rating for both regulars and irregulars. The 421

models have higher correlations with regulars than 422

irregulars. Model with 246 verbs correlates with 423

adult’s production probability and rating better than 424

other models. It is puzzling that models with more 425

training verbs did not have better correlation. One 426

possible explanation is that the irregular proportion 427

in the model with 246 verbs (26%) is higher than 428

other models, which better represents the verbs 429

distribution that adults exposed to. 430

4.1.2 Correlation with Cognitive Models 431

Between Regular and Irregular: All models are 432

significantly correlated with analogy score for reg- 433

ulars. Model with 246, 500 and 1500 verbs are 434

correlated with rule-based score in Pearson’s r for 435

regulars. The correlations with rule-based score is 436

not significantly different from the analogy score 437

for regulars. For irregulars, only model with 1500 438

verbs is significantly correlated with analogy score; 439

models with 246, 500 and 1500 verbs are signifi- 440

cantly correlated with rule-based score. It seems 441

that analogy score better correlates with regulars 442

and rule-based score better correlates with irregu- 443

lars. Among models: For regulars, the model with 444

246 verbs has the highest correlation with anal- 445

ogy score and rule-based score, and is significantly 446
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Regular Irregular

Adult Behavior
Cognitive Model
Acceptance Score

Adult behavior
Cognitive Model
Acceptance Score

Size
Exp1.
Prob.

Total
Prob.

Rating
Rule
based

Analogy
Exp1.
Prob.

Total
Prob.

Rating
Rule
based

Analogy

246
ρ 0.53 0.67 0.71† 0.26 0.57 0.45 0.52 0.51 0.31 0.17
r 0.67 0.76 0.77 0.48 0.58 0.61 0.75 0.66 0.34 0

500
ρ 0.36 0.47 0.49 0.11 0.34 0.27 0.38 0.34 0.11 0.01
r 0.37 0.47 0.53 0.35 0.35 0.20 0.35 0.38 0.25 0.02

1500
ρ 0.37 0.50 0.59† 0.24 0.35 0.21 0.28 0.33 0.39 0.32
r 0.22 0.41 0.46 0.25 0.27 -0.02 0.21 0.30 0.34 0.1

3000
ρ 0.20 0.31 0.41 0.2 0.26 0.04 0.2 0.28 0.34 0.25
r 0.42 0.50 0.52 0.33 0.32 -0.04 0.2 0.29 0.33 0.09

CMS
ρ 0.45 0.43 0.19 0.31
r 0.30 0.40 0.17 0.40

KC r 0.48 0.45
Prob. = Production Probability

† indicates a significant difference between regular and irregular

Table 4: Correlations between model’s production probability vs. adult data and cognitive models’ score. Significant
correlations highlighted in bold. CMS and KC didn’t report significance level.

Regular Irregular
Model Rating Production Probability Rating Production Probability

Size
Age
6-7

Age
9-10

Age
3-4

Age
5-6

Age
6-7

Age
9-10

Age
6-7

Age
9-10

Age
3-4

Age
5-6

Age
6-7

Age
9-10

246
ρ -0.03 0.34 0.12 -0.02 0.11 0.36 0.31 0.14 0.53 0.6 0.56 0.44
r 0.01 0.32 0.11 0.03 0.12 0.29 0.48 0.1 0.63 0.59 0.57 0.47

500
ρ -0.17 0.14 0.02 0.15 0.15 0.24 0.21 0.1 0.31 0.36 0.27 0.2
r -0.07 0.11 0.01 0.15 0.17 0.12 0.35 0.09 0.14 0.16 0.08 0

1500
ρ -0.22 0.18 0 0.02 -0.02 0.27 0.23 0.28 0.04 0.05 0.2 0.19
r -0.05 0 -0.1 0.02 -0.06 0.15 0.27 0.1 -0.06 -0.06 -0.04 -0.08

3000
ρ -0.12 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.19 0.15 0.27 -0.12 -0.11 0.09 0
r -0.1 -0.01 -0.11 0 0.03 0.09 0.26 0.1 -0.08 -0.08 -0.05 -0.09

Rating data are from Ambridge (2010). Production Probability data are from Blything et al. (2018).

Table 5: Correlations between model’s production probability vs children’s rating and production Probability

higher than model with 1500 verbs and 300 verbs.447

For irregulars, the correlations of rule-based score448

are not significantly different among models. Sum-449

mary: The models better correlate with analogy450

score for regulars, and rule-based score for irreg-451

ulars. This result seems to suggest that the neural452

network might have separate mechanisms: for regu-453

lars, it behaves more like analogy model that learns454

the phonological similarities of regulars; for irreg-455

ulars, it behaves more like rule-based model that456

learns different levels of rules.457

4.1.3 Correlation with children’s behavior 458

Rating: Only three pairs of significant correlations 459

were found in ratings, as shown in Table 5. Model 460

with 246 verbs is significantly correlated with reg- 461

ular ratings for age 9-10. Model with 246 and 500 462

verbs are significantly correlated with irregular rat- 463

ings for age 6-7. No other models are correlated 464

with children’s rating data. Production Probabil- 465

ity: Model with 246 verbs is significantly corre- 466

lated with irregulars for all age groups, and only 467

correlated with regulars for age 9-10. There is also 468

a significant correlation found between model with 469

500 verbs and age 5-6 for irregulars. No other 470
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significant correlations were found.471

Summary: Model with 246 verbs is highly cor-472

related with children’s irregular production proba-473

bility across all age groups, but not with regulars.474

None of the other models correlate with children’s475

data. We expect the model with 246 verbs to per-476

form better than other models since the it matches477

parent’s input distribution. However, it is baffling478

why it only correlates with irregulars but not reg-479

ulars. One possible explanation could be found480

in the similar dichotomy in the correlation with481

rule-based model and analogy model. Since the482

model with 246 verbs also only correlates with483

rule-based model for irregulars, the mechanism to484

process irregulars for model and children might be485

more closer to what rule-based model describes,486

therefore resulting in high correlation.487

4.2 Experiment 2: Evaluating on real verbs488

In this experiment, we aim to conduct an error anal-489

ysis on the models’ real verb output to see if there’s490

differentiation between regulars and irregulars and491

if the models make any overregularization errors.492

First, we report the test accuracy on the real493

verb set, listed in Table 6. The large-size mod-494

els (with 500, 1500 and 3000 verbs) reached near-495

perfect accuracy for the regular verbs and the small-496

size model’s accuracy is poor. Also, all model’s497

achieved some accuracy on irregular verbs.498

Regulars % Irr
Size /-d/ /-t/ /-d/ irr %
246 80 (5.4) 89 (4.2) 49 (8.8) 17 (4.6)
500 98 (1.7) 97 (1.7) 96 (3.3) 5 (3.2)
1500 99 (1.2) 98 (1.4) 99 (1.2) 13 (4.7)
3000 99 (1.2) 99 (1.3) 99 (2.2) 27 (3.6)

Table 6: Mean accuracy of test set with 170 verbs (stan-
dard deviations in brackets) averaged over 30 samples
for each data size. There might be some overlapping in
the training data and test data, since training data are
generated randomly.

4.2.1 Distinction between regulars and499

irregulars500

We analyzed all the errors made by each model501

with different data size and roughly divided them502

into 5 categories. 1. No change: the model output503

is the same as the root, e.g. ‘oversee’: /oUv@rsi/504

- */oUv@rsi/, ‘teach’: /tiÙ/ - */tiÙ/ 2. Plural /d/:505

the model erroneously produced multiple /d/s at506

the end of the verb, e.g. ‘withdraw’: /wITdrO/ -507

*/wITdrOdddddddd/. 3. Allomorphy: the model 508

either output a wrong regular ending to a regular 509

verb, e.g. ‘bribe’: /braIb/ - */braIbt/; or output a 510

regular ending to an irregular verb, e.g. ‘retell’: 511

/ritEl/ - */ritEld/. 4. Consonant change: the 512

model erroneously changed the consonant in the 513

root, e.g. ‘secure’: /sIkjUr/ - */sIktUrd/, ‘force- 514

feed’: /fOrsf i d/ - */fOrstid/’. 5. Vowel change: the 515

model erroneously changed the vowel in the root, 516

e.g. ‘rewrite’: /riraIt/ - */riroIt/’, ‘giggle’: /gIg@l/ - 517

*/gAg@ld/. 518

We tabulated each model’s different types of 519

error in contingency Table 7 and conducted chi- 520

square analysis to test if there is association be- 521

tween error types and regularity. Since some cell 522

numbers are lower than 5, we used Fisher’s exact 523

test instead of chi-square test. The p-value is signif- 524

icant for model with 246 verbs, 500 verbs and 1500 525

verbs, suggesting that these models make different 526

errors for regulars and irregulars. There is no sig- 527

nificant distinction in error types for regulars and 528

irregulars in model with 3000 verbs, probably due 529

to the low number of errors. The error type associ- 530

ations with regularity are different for model with 531

246, 500 and 1500 verbs, as shown in Table 8. All 532

three models tend to make Plural /d/ and Allomor- 533

phy errors on irregulars. Model with 246 and 500 534

verbs tend to make No change and Vowel change 535

errors on regulars. Model with 500 and 1500 verbs 536

tend to make Consonant change errors on irregulars. 537

The differences in the regular-irregular association 538

might be explained the low number of errors on 539

regulars in model with 500 and 1500 verbs. 540

Si-
ze

246 500 1500 3000
R I R I R I R I

1 591 44 60 42 6 57 7 43
2 4 83 3 275 1 78 0 19
3 31 62 7 88 2 107 4 32
4 134 48 11 85 8 116 7 48
5 466 115 60 37 31 52 14 48
p <.001 <.001 <.001 0.14
p=Fisher’s test p value, R=regular, I=irregular,
1=No change, 2=Plural /d/, 3=Allomorphy
4=Consonant Change, 5=Vowel Change

Table 7: Contingency table of the frequency of errors of
different type in models with different size. The Fisher’s
exact p-value is significant for three models, highlighted
in bold.

The distinction between regular error type and 541

irregular error type is very interesting. We won- 542
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Size 246 500 1500
1.No change Reg Reg Irr
2.Plural /d/ Irr Irr Irr
3.Allomorphy Irr Irr Irr
4.Consonant Change Reg Irr Irr
5.Vowel Change Reg Reg Irr

Table 8: The different types of errors each model tend
to make on regulars or irregulars

der how the model learned this distinction: is it543

learned based on the verb stem or the past tense544

forms? To further investigate this distinction, we545

trained 6 more models with only regular verbs with546

training size ranging from 500 - 3000 and tested it547

on the same real verb test set. Since there is no ir-548

regular verbs in the training data, we expect model549

to produce the regular past tense (‘+ed’) for the550

irregulars. The 6 models all have 100 accuracy on551

regulars and 0 accuracy in irregulars. However, we552

only found 2 ‘+ed’ errors on the irregulars: ‘deal’:553

/dild/, ‘retell’:/ritEld/. All the models produced Plu-554

ral /d/ errors on the rest of the 18 irregular verbs.555

This result further confirms that the model learned556

the regular-irregular distinction, and suggests that557

the distinction is learned from verb stem.558

4.2.2 Overregularization Errors on irregulars559

We found all three types of overregularization er-560

rors in our model output, as listed in Table 9. In561

addition, the model also made many novel errors,562

such as incomplete suffix (e.g. rewrite - */riraItI/),563

double suffix (e.g. awake - */@weIktd/) and trun-564

cation (e.g. stand - */stæn/). A more careful qual-565

itative analysis on these errors should help us to566

understand more of the model’s behavior.

Type Examples
Stem+ed deal - /dild/, stick - /stIkt/
Past+ed sink - /sæNkt/, awake - /@w@Ukt/
Incorrect
vowel change

swing-/swæN/, oversee-/oversE/

Table 9: Examples of overregularization errors made by
models

567

5 Discussion568

In this work, we showed that neural networks can569

be potential cognitive models by connecting trans-570

former models with human behaviors and cognitive571

theories. We found that all neural models have sig-572

nificant correlations with adult behavior’s in both 573

regulars and irregulars. Small-size model correlates 574

with children’s irregular behavior, but not the regu- 575

lars. The models correlate with rule-based model 576

on regulars and with analogy model on irregulars. 577

The dichotomy in correlations with cognitive theo- 578

ries and children’s data suggested that the model’s 579

behavior and children’s behavior on irregular verbs 580

are more closer to what rule-based theory describes. 581

The summary of correlation is listed in Table 10. 582

We also found overregularization errors the models 583

make that are similar to children’s errors. Although 584

the models make many non-human like errors, we 585

show that these errors exhibit a clear distinction 586

between regulars and irregulars. The model possi- 587

bly learned the regular-irregular distinction from 588

the verb stem instead of the past tense forms. The 589

error data also confirms that models mimic human 590

behavior.

Correlation Regular Irregular
Adults ✓ ✓

Children ✕ ✓

Rule-based ✕ ✓

Analogy based ✓ ✕

Table 10: Summary of correlations of model vs adult,
children and rule-based theory and analogy based theory

591

One important difference of our neural models 592

and KC, CMS is that we manipulated the train- 593

ing data. We showed that model with small-size 594

training data with high proportion of irregulars cor- 595

relates better with human behavior and cognitive 596

models’ score. However, the small-size model that 597

replicates parents’ verb distribution generally have 598

lower accuracy than human children. If we can 599

improve the accuracy without flooding the model 600

with more training data, we could better demon- 601

strate that neural networks can be good cognitive 602

models. 603

To further evaluate neural networks, there are 604

many other potential aspects that can be explored, 605

such as a more careful error analysis, inflections 606

in other languages, or visualizing hidden layers 607

to help us understand what the neural networks 608

learned. We hope that our evaluation could moti- 609

vate more future explorations of neural networks 610

as cognitive models. 611
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A Appendix730

Tokens Parent’s Regular
Parent’s
Irregular

Child Files /-d/ /-t/ /-Id/ irr
Adam1 18 18 18 3 36
Eve1 5 5 7 3 18
Sarah1 33 13 17 0 33
Peter2 14 1 3 0 8
Naomi3 20 9 9 4 27
Allison4 6 8 4 1 18
April5 2 5 5 1 17
Fraser6 90 83 44 17 62
1.Bloom (1973), 2.Bloom et al. (1974), 3.Sachs (1983),
4.Bloom (1973), 5. Higginson (1985),
6.Lieven et al. (2009)

Table 11: Summary of each parent’s regular verb and
irregular verb tokens
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